OPTION A: 8' + 8' ARMS (FOR 15'+ SIDEWALKS OR FOR MEANDERING SIDEWALKS)

OPTION B: 6' + 8' ARMS (FOR 15'SIDEWALKS, INCLUDING AMENITY ZONE)

OPTION C: 4' + 8' ARMS (FOR 10'SIDEWALKS, INCLUDING AMENITY ZONE)

OPTION D: SINGLE 8' ARM (FOR OBLSCURED SIDEWALKS)

---

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE

623 TRAFFIC SIGNALS & STREET LIGHTING

---

UNIFORM STANDARD DRAWINGS
CLARK COUNTY AREA

CITY OF LAS VEGAS
21' STREET LIGHT POLE
FOR DOWNTOWN CENTENNIAL AREA

DATE XX-XX-XX DWG. NO. 342

---

NOTES:

1. ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS PER POLE MANUFACTURER.
2. CONSTRUCT FOUNDATION PER USD 343.
3. BANNER ARMS ONLY WHEN SPECIFIED ON THE PLANS.
4. DESIGN PROFESSIONAL AND CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY CITY'S LATEST LED FIXTURE SPECIFICATIONS AND APPROVED FIXTURES PER CLV WEBSITE, PRIOR TO ORDERING MATERIALS. APPROVED FIXTURE LIST IS LOCATED ON CLV WEBSITE, UNDER BUILDING AND SAFETY FORMS.
5. CITY ENGINEER MAY APPROVE EQUAL FIXTURES THAT MEET AESTHETIC AND LIGHT LEVEL REQUIREMENT PER USD 300.53, LIGHTING STUDY REQUIRED.